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Love Andrew W.K.? Join our newsletter! ✕

THE NEWS

Andrew W.K. has released another heavy metal
single, Everybody Sins

Watch the video for Andrew W.K.’s new metal rager Everybody Sins – featuring a brief

cameo by his fiancée Kat Dennings.

Words: Emily Carter

Andrew W.K. is keeping things gloriously heavy at the moment,
following up 2021 songs Babalon and I’m In Heaven with another metal
banger: Everybody Sins.

The track is taken from Andrew ’s upcoming fifth album God Is Partying,
which is due out on September 10. It also comes accompanied by
a confusingly entertaining video, which features a brief cameo by his
fiancée Kat Dennings, plus all sorts of other weird, messy goings-on. 
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Read this: The 50 best albums from 2001

Allow Andrew to explain: “When we started working on the video for
Everybody Sins, the director and I were scheming and straining over
some of the choreography and camera moves. Now, I do realise some
people will say life’s too short to scheme and strain like this. And others
will say life’s too short not to scheme and strain. Still, other people will
say both these approaches are incorrect. And what do I say? Everything
I just said in the video for Everybody Sins.”

So there you go. Watch it below:

Read this: The 21 greatest rock and metal albums for summertime
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Brit metallers Svalbard hit The K! Pit in
association with Nordic Spirit at Blondies,
our favourite East London dive bar.

Melodic post-hardcore crew Holding Absence hit
The K! Pit in association with Nordic Spirit at
Blondies, our favourite East London dive bar.
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The 50 best albums from 2001
From Slipknot and Sum 41 to Tool and Tenacious D, we rank the greatest albums from

the year 2001…
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We Came As Romans show “strength to weather the adversity” on powerful new single
Darkbloom
Watch the video for We Came As Romans’ Darkbloom – a single that addresses  

“making the choice to keep putting the effort forth to move your life forward”.
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